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JURY SELECTED FOR PHILATELIC SHOW '81 IN BOSTON

Lois M . Evans, General Chairman, states that the following accred-
ited APS judges have been appointed to the jury panel for Phila-
telic Show '81:
Ernest Cohn (Postal History, France)
Lois M. Evans (Japan, U .S . used in Japan, U .N.)
Horace Harrison (Canada, BNA, U .S .)
Bernard Hennig, Chm . of APS Accreditation Committee

(Germany and related, Russia, Guatemala)
Frank Shaug (Scandinavia, Europe)

The apprentice judges are Don Stanton (Falkland Islands, Austra-
lian States), Paul Larson (British West Indies), and Guy R . Dill-
away (Great Britain) . Philatelic Show '81 is accredited for the
AP_ World Series of Philately . This year's Grand Award winner will
be invited to exhibit at the 1982 APS annual convention in Mil-
waukee . Philatelic Show '81 will be held at the Plaza Center of
the Park Plaza Hotel, Boston, from October 10-12, 1981.

AHPS New England Chapter will participate in this show by giving
a slide show and holding a membership drive to give AHPS additional
exposure . For details contact Jan Donker.
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NEW CHAPTER FORMING

Attention all AHPS members in the Metropolitan Washington, D .C.--
Baltimore area . We are trying to see if there is interest in form-
ing a Chapter in the area that would get together informally 4 to
6 times a year in members' homes . Jim Dail and Dick Hall would like
to hear from interested area members with the thought of getting
together sometime over the summer to organize a Chapter to begin
in the fall or winter . If you live in the area, please call
either Jim or Dick to let him know your feelings . Dick lives in
Gaithersburg, Maryland (301) 869-4009, and Jim lives in the Odenton,
Maryland area (301) 674-6659 . Give either a call.

PHILATELIC SHOW 1981--BOSTON
Organizers of the prestigious New England Show are soliciting for
exhibitors of Swiss or Liechtenstein collections to qualify for
AHPS medals . There may still be time to let Jan Donker know if you
want to participate so that he can send the necessary forms (see
list of officers for his address) .
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THE PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

Harlan Stone

In late April, AHPS Vice President Dale Eggen and
I visited the American Philatelic Society headquarters
in State College, Fa . Our discussions with Steve Pla,
APS librarian, and Dick Sine, The American Philatelist
editor, covered a number of joint projects that can
benefit AHPS . These projects include transfer of the
AHPS library to the APS library, publication of an AHPS-
prepared Swiss philatelic bibliography in the APS li-
brary's American Philatelic Literature Review, and APS
publication of AHPS book-length manuscripts . As ourAHPS
representative, Dale will coordinate our efforts to de-
velop these ambitious ideas and report progress in Tell.

A new monthly column called "Alpine Album" began
appearing in Stamp Collector in its May 9 issue devoted
to Western Europe . Dick Hall, the author, is anAHPS
member in Maryland . He has volunteered to prepare a re-
gular series of articles on modern Swiss philatelic sub-
jects . In each column, he will encourage readers to join
AHPS . With agreement from Linn's Stamp News to devote its
Dec . 7 issue to Switzerland, AHPS will be well

represented this year in both major U.S. weekly philatelic news-
papers . John Ballard, our Western Region director, is
soliciting articles for the special Linn's issue.

AHPS also receives publicity through the APS chap-
ter slide program, which includes our 80-slide panorama
of Swiss stamps and postal history among the nearly 100
subjects it mails to chapters on request . During our
visit to APS headquarters, we were pleased to learn that
it mailed our slides to four clubs in 19-80 and has al-
ready scheduled these slides for four other clubs this
year .

After years of talking about the opportunities
for cacheted covers based on Swiss-American themes, AHPS
will try to produce a series . Our previous "s pot" ef-
forts have appeared mainly in conjunction with our three
national conventions at MILCOPEX in 1978, SEPAD in 1979
and ARIPEX in 1991 . From each show, all AHPS members re-
ceived a cacheted cover commemoratin g our convention . Now
Burns Speer, AHPS Central Region director, has agreed to
develop several covers on Swiss-American themes . He will
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research topics that tie together American places or e-
vents with Swiss connections, develop an a p propriate
pictorial cachet for each, print the envelopes, and use
U .S . stamps showing Swiss-related subjects for postage.
We intend to offer these cacheted covers to all collec-
tors, not just AHPS members . Further details will appear
in Tell as Burns progresses.

CORNPHILIA, staged at Zurich ' s Carlton Elite Hotel, from June

1-6, offered the magnificent "Limmat" collection of Swiss
Cantonal and Rayon issues, many of them on cover . Such gems

have not been seen in the market place for decades, Ernest
A . Kehr of the Stamp News Bureau indicates.

SUPERB EXAMPLE OF GENEVA's 1846 ENVELOPES IS ONE
OF SWITZERLAND's TOP RARITIES.

CORRECTION

The text of slide number 47 (page 195 of the September-December
TELL) is incomplete . The complete text includes the following
paragraph:

Because the eighth through the tenth rows were
printed upside down in a tete-beche arrangement,
the right-hand selvage became the margin tor bind-
ing these into booklets . In 1918 the postal admin-
istration introduced sheets with stamps in two de-
nominations. The resulting se-tenant panes allowed
booklets with combinations of stamps needed to meet
several current postal rates .
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BOOKMARKS

By
Dale Eggen

AHPS REPRESENTATIVE TO APS

This column, scheduled to appear regularly every other month, will
highlight activities of the Swiss Philatelic Literature Study Group
and identify new literature items that come to our attention . It will
be a forum for all topics concerning Swiss philatelic literature . I
encourage all suggestions, contributions, and participation . Address
all communications to me, Dale Eggen (address among officers').

REACTIVATION OF STUDY GROUP

Harlan Stone has requested that I reactivate the Swiss Philatelic
Literature Study Group . This effort is presently underway, and all
members interested in participating should contact me.

I see several important projects such a working group could under-
take : developing a bibliography of Swiss philatelic literature, in-
dexing key Swiss philatelic publications and periodicals, developing
the AHPS library, supporting philatelic literature on Switzerland,
and aiding in publication . Other suggestions from interested parti-
cipants are solicited and will be warmly received.

One problem presently exists, however . There is no record of who
belonged to the group or what they were doing before the study group
went inactive . I would sincerely appreciate any information on this.

INDEX FOR TELL

Dick Hall, who has just started a monthly Swiss column in the
Stamp Collector weekly newspaper, is also undertaking another pro-
ject . He will develop a cumulative index for Tell, complete through
1980 . Dick would appreciate any suggestions which can be sent to me.

LITERATURE

Members interested in Swiss alpine postal history or the Swiss
Autopost should know about a 79-page, soft-cover book entitled Das
Alpenbuch der Eidgenössischen Postverwaltung . My copy of the third
edition, printed about 1930, is in German. Its table of contents
contains ten chapters : Passgänger, Unsere Alpenflora, Der Schneed-
rache, Der Bergbauer, Wie sie so sanft ruh'n, Die Schweizer Alpen
im Kartenbild, Geologie vom Postauto aus, Das Postauto im Dienste des
Alpenwanderers, Veröffentlichungen der Schweiz. Oberpostdirekton,
and Wer gibt Auskunft?
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Included is a very nice folding map indicating the Alpine Autopost
routes . I obtained my copy a couple of years ago at a cost of $35.
Those searching did book stores might be able to do much, much better.

LANGUAGE ERROR

ERNEST L. BERGMAN

There is a language error on the new Sfr . - .40 U .N . International

year of the Disabled stamp . The German inscription reads "Jahr des

Behinderten," and the Italian reads "Anno dell' Invalido ." But,

according to Gérard Bodemer of the Neue Zuercher Zeitung, the French

which reads "Année de l'Handicapé" is a linguistic gaff . The word
"Handicap" comes from race course vernacular and indicates an

unevenness of chance . Because of its Germanic origin, the French
word "handicap" retained an aspirated or voiced "h ." Therefore the

inscription should read "Année du handicapé"--Year of the Handicapped"
--rather than "Année de l'handicapé" which really means Year of the
Handicapper .
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MAXIMUM CARDS

AND A MINIMUM OPINION OF THEM BY FELIX GANZ

About two or three years ago, spurred on by a few dealers
in Germany and bandwagon hoppers in Switzerland, the craze
with the made-to-order and produced-by-the-hundred-thou-
sands, so-called maximum cards gripped a pretty large seg-
ment of Switzerland collectors . . .after some of these cards
had been lingering in PTT inventories for a long long time.

To a real collector of maximum cards such mass-produced,
prefabricated stuff is at best marginal junk (pardon the
expression, all of you avid collectors of this material)
because it really does no longer involve collecting, but
merely consists of ordering and buying something advertis-
ed by the PTT . To consider such a postally produced maxi-
mum souvenir more official or more valuable than a person-
alized, handmade one is of course a matter of opinion ; but
in this writer's opinion the value of these store-bought
philatelic souvenirs is vastly overblown.

Certainly the recent Albert Anker card, or the Gotthard
Tunnel card, or even the folk customs card series arevery
pretty ; but the real fun for the collector is taken away
because he does not have to do anything at all that war-
rants the use of the term "collecting . "

Look at the first of the two cards illustrated below : here
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a collector most certainly was at work to create a person-
al souvenir in or on which the postage stamp (1936 series
definitives ' low value) the publicity cancellation of
Lauterbrunnen, affixed 1951, and the color postcard match in
depicting the stamp ' s subject : the Staubbach falls above
Lauterbrunnen (Bern) . The cancellation probably will not

reproduce well ; but it too pictures the Staubbach falls.

This is real maximum card collecting and pretty hard work
because a suitable card must be found, the stamp attached
and then the card mailed to the respective postmaster with
a request for the special publicity cancellation ' s use.

It also shows that maximum card collecting is much older
than generally believed . It really started in the late
1920s when the first special stamps, or sometimes semi-
postal stamps, were issued in a number of countries.

The other maximum card pictured here is also intriguingly
special and personal-
ized . It owes its ex-
istence to the 1952
centennial issue for
electric transmission
means in Switzerland.

The collector who pre-
pared this item found
a picture postcard of
the radio tower of
the Alemannic/Swiss
middle wave station at
Beromüster (LU) and
then added the stamp
which depicts a com-
munication tower . He
spiced the thing by
having the card can -
celed with the speci-
al postmark calling
attention to Swiss
wireless communica-
tions.

The nicest thing
about these early, per-
sonalized cards is
that they have pri-
ces which a medium
collector can afford.

And : isn ' t the term
maximum card really
applicable here ra-
ther than for the

ready-made, store-bought and completed items?
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Not only does it conform to the international standards of
maximum collecting, but it is maximum pleasure as well . As
to price the above cards compare favorably to artificially
up-spiraled official cards : the first one cost all of$1½
and the other one $3 ., and both are almost historic alrea-
dy as well as perhaps existing in only a dozen examples:

The cards pictured hereunder, from the 1934 and 1936 land-
scape issues, also attempt to be as "maximum " as possible.
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Dear Members,
This Auction #47 should take us into the summer and I've

dated it well enough in advance for everyone to get their bids
in on time . The closing date will be August 15, 1981.

I am also in the process of starting the next auction
which promises to be the largest one to be held so far . It
will include over 50 lots of K, Z, & S material with the maj-
ority being of the interspace pairs.

Best of luck to all in Auction #47 . For this auction
1 Sf = .524 US . The closing date is August 15, 1981 .
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FRANCHISE STAMPS

(Franchise Stamps of Switzerland, 1911 - 1925)

BY

FELIX GANZ

This is an appeal for help regarding the little numbers
found on Swiss franchise stamps between 1911 and about
1950.

An attempt is being made to identify as many users as pos-
sible ; but the problem is made difficult by the fact that
the PTT never divulged the institutions and organizations
receiving the free-franking privilege by means of special
stamps . It is known, thanks to the Berner
Briefmarkenzeitung of 1911, 1912, and 1926 that of the first issue
of 1911 - 1925 (denominations 2,3,5,10,15,20 cts .) a total
of 844 different eleemosi_nary organizations had consecu-
tive numbers assigned (starting at 1), but it is equally
sad to report that only about 20% of the users so far have
been identified from evidence in form of covers or cards
which show the user's name (as was required).

Should you have any covers in your possession with any of
these stamps on them then please grab a sheet of paper or
a postal card NOW, jot down the identification number on
the stamp and copy the exact institutional name.

The whole matter unfortunately is complicated by the fact
that in 1926 the old, consecutive numbering system was
replaced by one assigning numbers by postal district, as
follows :

	

001 - 100Genève
101 - 299 Lausanne
300 - 399 Bern
400 - 499 Neuchatel
500 - 599 Basel
600 - 699 Aarau
700 - 799 Luzern
800 - 999 Zürich
1000 - 1099 St .Gallen
1100 - 1150 Chur
1151 - 1199 Bellinzona

No postal district used all the numbers assigned to it,
and in collections the most frequently found numbers are
80, 580, 580 because these numbers were used by the phil-
atelic office in Bern to fill orders from collectors:

Thank you for any help you can give . Please mail your
replies c/o the above name, Apt . 3303, 1130 South Michi-
gan Avenue, Chicago IL 60605, before the end of 1981
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THREAD VARIETY

E . C . Walton

The Silk Thread Issue 1854 - 1862 is also known as the 'Strubel'

issue . Sorting out the various printings is not a particularly

easy job, and I suspect it is very often a matter of opinion,

rather than fact.

One of the most useful identifying marks is the colour of the

silk thread which is embedded in the paper as a security measure

and therefore the study of them is rather important if you hap-

pen to collect Strubelis . Recentl y I came across an unusual

variety of silk thread among the Silk Thread Issue, which may

interest readers.

The normal stamp has a single thread embedded in the paper

across the width of the stamp. This thread is continuous be-

tween the sheet margins in most instances . The colour of course

depends on the particular printing, although variations of

shade do occur within a printing . Occasionally one finds a

stamp with two parallel threads separated by a few millimeters

just as the complete absence of a thread is also known ( not

caused by removal of a thread which always leaves a mark).

Both these varieties are probably caused by the inadvertent

horizontal dis placement of a thread during the manufacturing

process.

In the case of the variety I wish to describe, there are also

two threads . At first glance the stamp seems to have the
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normal sin g le thread, but on closer examination this resolves

into two closely intertwined single threads . The fact that

the two threads are of different shades gives a clue to how

such a variety is created.

I propose th at this variety occurs as a normal result of the

manufacturIng process . The silk thread would originally have

been supplied to the paper maker in spools, from which it is

t
stretched on a frame at the proper spacing of approx . 24mm, in

a continuous web . While on this frame the thread would be ap-

plied to the still wet paper, then pressed and calandered . As

the thread from one spool ran out the end would be spliced

to the start of the next spool by twisting the two threads

together . It is quite possible that shades would vary from

one spool to another . 	 A splice such as this could occur al-

most anywhere on a sheet of stamps . If a spool contained say

50m of silk, a splice would occur every 2000 stamps a pprox.

This could also account for different shades of thread in a

vertical pair, if it were taken from a row containing a splice.

my example of this rare double thread variety occurs on a

5 Rp. Munich printing (22A), for which the normal thread is

emerald green . While one side of the splice is the normal

green, the other side is golden yellow which is a recognized

variation for this issue.

Very little has been recorded about the actual manufacture of

the Strubel issue, so one has to use deduction . I hope it is

not presumptuous of me to offer the foregoing theory on how

the threads got into the Silk Thread Issues .
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CATALOGUE REVIEW

BY

FELIXGANG

CATALOGUE DES VIGNETTES SUISSES de propagande et
colnxnemoratives, 1878-1980. Editions PEN; 3941Gone

VS, Switzerland . Published 1981 . Price : about $25 .00.

Pen, the inveterate cartoonist and philatelic researcher,
has been severely ill for months; but now at last the long
awaited catalogue of "behind the back of the book items"
has appeared . A four-ring, hard cover loose leaf binder
contains about 150 pages crammed full with listings,
illustrations and prices for all propaganda labels (none of
them stamps) issued in Switzerland over the past century.

The labels closest related to stamps are the 1913 airmail
semi-official issues . Based on the Rampacher labels cata-
logue of 1951 this work updates and adds to the earlier
volume's contents . After an introduction, in German and
French (which for instance states that labels with and
without gum, on or off cover, are exactly worth the same)
a first part lists all labels containing a date, within
each year alphabetized as to locality issuing them . Then
follows a second section, listing alphabetically all
labels without an imprinted year date . And a few topical-
type listings of Swiss Week, Swiss Alpine Posts,
Tuberculosis Seals and Animal Protection / World Wildlife Fund
bring up the rear.

Prices are surprising, both high and/or low, and your re-
porter suddenly found himself with a few $30 to $100
labels which hitherto had just been kicking around in his
penny box . . .NO MORE : And the two or three duplicates will
handily pay for acquiring the catalogue.

If you are a topical collector you will find an enormous
number of additions to your Switzerland collection, from
labels showing William Tell over birds, Zeppelins, `flags
and costumes to shooting match labels and chocolate bar
bonuses : -- Not included are outright propaganda labels
of individual towns, mountain hotels, and the like . Thus
no Swissair labels are found in this carefully prepared
and enormously detailed reference work which, trueto form,
makes absolutely no claim to completeness.
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NEW SWISS
CANCELLATIONS

TOWN PUBLICITY CANCELS

COMING IN THE JULY-AUGUST ISSUE

REGULAR COLUMNS
SLIDE SHOW TEXT

GANZ ON SWITZERLAND ' S DEMOCRATIC
SPIRIT

and
MORE

Would the author of the satirical
essay entitled "Getting Expertized"
please contact the editor . Thanks.
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